Arts, Music
Paul Solomon Reading 0156 -L - 0109 - 0001, 05/04/73
For this was one of those souls who projected himself along the beam of light into this
earth plane in its very earliest existence and this one was one of those early souls who
became intrigued with this sphere and surrounded by so much music and loving so
much the sounds, the music of the spheres, this one was one of the first to discover that
the movement particularly with the winds, the movement of the winds through the
materials of earth could produce music, a new kind of music.
It was music and rhythm then of the earth plane that first introduced this soul to the
material. And so even before those times of Adam, this one projected himself and
began to set about the task of experimenting with music and with the tones. The scale
of this sphere. So there is early understanding of those divisions, those harmonies, that
which might be called here “numerology”. That this would not be the field of service in
this lifetime, and yet so many things would be understood through rhythm, through
sound. Then throughout the experience of this soul we would find the healing qualities
of music and rhythm and so much a part of thee in this day, in this time are the vibration
of this soul.
Paul Solomon Reading #177-4030
Question: Why do I have such a negative reaction to certain hard rock music and to
drugs? How can and should I overcome this?
Answer: This is from memory of Atlantean time when those same things occurred and
as are being given in this time. There is felt the signaling for those disasters in this
choice in music or these vibrations that produce such irritation in the system. This
comes almost as signal that history is being repeated here and many would be sensitive
in such a way for the memory being brought so close to the surface. Be aware then as
you would hear this, of the need to produce those responding vibrations or love in return
and something within the system or the music within myself that would fill myself and
block this away or negate those vibrations being created. The drugs as well would be
remembered by this one for those effects produced not so much by the drugs in that
time as by the application of that sound waves, light waves, producing those same
effects.
Paul Solomon Reading 0199 - L - 0141 - FA - 0001 - JDE, 07/24/73
Question: Do you see talents I could work to unfold that are not part of my conscious
self? What are they and how could I best develop them?
Answer: there has been the great understanding of music, of the study of music as
means for development of application for lifting consciousness Now this in the Egyptian
of very earliest of those Egyptian times in the development here when there was study
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or application of music for the purpose of understanding math. Now see that it has
been given backward in this time or that is that those would understand math and apply
to music. Yet in that time music was taught as means for understanding mathematical
concepts. And in this way then did music become a portion of the life and we would find
it so in this time yet would be the greater satisfaction that these be brought forward, as
avocation, or as the interest, as the hobby, such should be developed in this time for the
attuning of consciousness to that which has been the memory.
Paul Solomon Reading 0154 - L - 0108 - MA - 0001 - JDE, 04/30/73
Question: Should I pursue Music Therapy? Have I done it in another lifetime?
Answer: Absolutely, this is the background of this one in those centuries in those times
when there was the changing of the health and makeup; the bodies of that time of those
sons were called. This one could well understand the application of music in therapy.
They will be the certain chords, the combinations of chords; the means will be found for
reducing, for stimulating the body through application of music in this way
Now we would suggest that this one would make available to self those testing
machines or apparatus that would show the difference in the responses of the body or
that is the polygraph—the galvanic skin response tester. The brain wave machine in
some manner as would test the level of brain wave activity through the studying of upon
self and others of the effects of music so will these be understood. Learn the laws of
healing through music for so will you discover so many things that would be invaluable
to those studying spiritual growth and the relationship between spiritual growth and the
physical body.
So will man learn to become an integrated individual and make progress in these fields
and these areas. Know that spiritual music or that music can be a spiritual tool for
spiritual therapies as well as physical therapy. Know that messages from the planes of
or between, from those higher levels, from those higher spheres, can be translated –
can be revealed – can be brought through music. You will see that there are
physiological changes through the application of music. THERE IS IN MUSIC ALL
THAT IS NEEDED TO HEAL ANY HUMAN BODY. Know that even adjustments could
be made in the spine, in the vertebrae, by the applications of the vibrations of music.
Much could be corrected by the relaxing and the stimulating influences of music
bringing balance in the human body.
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